Stock Semi-Inlet

This class will be an introduction to gunstock design. You will learn how to draw and gunstock on paper and then transfer that information onto a pattern. You will then learn how to run a duplicator and, with time permitting, machine a gunstock on the duplicator. (Next year I will be teaching a stockmaking class that you can take to complete your semi-inlet)

Glen Morovits grew up along the Mississippi River bluff in southwest Wisconsin. “I usually had a 22LR in my hands as I was chasing squirrels with the dog. Those early years of hunting turned into a lifelong love of the outdoors and firearms”. Glen graduated from TSJC in 1981 and went to work for Don and Noma Allen to build custom rifles. Those were the good old days and the beginning of a 30-year career working in the firearms industry. He is now teaching stockmaking at TSJC and challenging the next generation to carry on the tradition.

719-846-5647
glen.morovits@trinidadstate.edu

Items Needed

1. Barreled Action
2. Low grade wood for pattern or existing stock from barreled action
3. Blank for stock that will be duplicated
4. Dust mask
5. Ear Plugs
6. 18” Ruler
7. Pencil
8. Screw driver for your barrel action
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